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In 2004, two Portuguese nationals living in Cape Verde decided to show the tourists and visitors the island of São Vicente in a more detailed manner, places that are not widely known or
spoken. São Vicente is an island flourished with different wild and magical places on its own
way which are not accessible to many foreigners due to lack of information and the idea is to
take you the real adventures and undiscovered São Vicente.
Santo Antão is an island unique from all the others. Just as São Vicente, it has her own
beauty to offer in a larger scale than São Vicente. Sceneries that are vary from deserts to
green mountains and a mountainous and rugged terrain that can be accessible only by 4x4
vehicles.
You will be with our tour guide who has an impeccable knowledge of these three islands on
its culture, history and terrain who could fluently communicate with you in Portuguese, English, Spanish or French.
For more information: http://www.caboverdesafari.com/

The islands abound with seabirds and have several unique visitors, not found elsewhere. It is
a haven for petrels, frigatebirds and occasional boobies. Native birds are less common except on the islands with more vegetation, such as Sao Nicolau, Santa Antao, Sao Vicente
and Santiago. Here you can find larks, shearwaters as well as bird of prey such as falcons,
kestrels, buzzards and owls and the Cape Verde sparrow. The Common Kestrel has a variant
in the Cape Verdes now recognised by some as the Neglected Kestrel, which has been seen
on Sao Vicente.
Sea birds seen on the Sao Vicente shoreline are the Yellow-legged gull. Madeiran Stormpetrels have also been recorded here. Migrants from across the Atlantic include greenwinged teal, sandpipers (two variants) and lesser scaup, which may be seen on the unihabited islets or on Sao Vicente..
Santa Antao, which is the most verdant of the Cape Verdes has Fea`s Petrel and Bannerman's Buzzard as well as a number of less exotic birds of prey such as eagles and vultures,
which can be readily seen soaring in the strong updrafts over the mountains.

Discover with the beautiful and hidden landscapes of Santo Antão.
Take advantage of a different adventure in descending in the depths of the island sculptures
in narrow gorges with rock face drawn and moulded by waters during thousands of years.
Covered with green by the humidity of the water filtrations. Inside we will discover a different
world where the light practically does not enter, creating clear and dark with shades and particular forms. Cascades of colours sometimes really spectacular. There is adventure for all
ages, physical conditions and experience. For the most expert, they will even be able to
make new discoveries in canyoning.
For more information contact Caboverde No Limits offering expert and bilingual guides and
instructors.
http://www.caboverdenolimits.com/en/canyoning.html

Mindelo, the island's main city, is known to have the most colourful carnival of Cape Verde
and of the region.
The Mindelo Carnival is famous far beyond São Vicente island. Even in the Cape Verdean
capital Praia, which is always competing with Mindelo, it is recognised that the country's second city has the best and most famous carnival. In the February days, São Vicente for once
is the centre of attention, with most national and international tourists.
Also internationally, the São Vicente Carnival is beginning to attract more attention. By now, it
has become Africa's most known carnival, beating Bissau, Luanda and Maputo.
The carnaval is a criole adaptation of the carnival from Brazil. The sound and rhythm of
drums is heard everywhere on the city and besides organized street parade, local spontaneously dress up for the occasion as well.

Mindelo is a cosmopolitan city also considered as the cultural capital of Cape Verde. It is a
joy to explore its colonial past walking around the stunning bay and through the city with cobbled streets and colourful buildings.
You can't help noticing the beautiful architecture inherited from the Portuguese and British
influences.
Places to see with colonial architecture include:
Palácio do Governador (Governor's Palace). It was constructed with two floors and is well
preserved. It used the building style that is represented from India.
Paço do Concelho - where it serves the city hall of the entire island.
Centro Nacional de Artesanato is an exposition which features qualification from Cape Verdean craftsmen. It also serves prominence in workmanship in paintings, ceramics, fabrics of
batique and wooden works.
Liceu Ludjero Lima (middle school) also has a beautiful architecture.

Mindelo has plenty of good restaurants and bars. Some of them especially with French owners have a very good quality of food.
The choice available is mostly mix of meat, fish, see food and vegetables. The traditional
Cape Verdian cuisine should be definitely tasted, namely cachupa a national dish with a delicious corn stew. Many establishments have live music and dancing..
Our recommended Restaurants in Mindelo:
Restaurante Achote with live music on Saturday nights
Ponta Aqua– very modern and exclusive with good fish
Chez Loutcha long established and well appreciated
Nella’s – City Centre specialising in fish
Pia Pau - small – speciality – Arroz do Marisco (seafood rice)
Sodade – rooftop with panoramic view best before nightfall.

The Baia das Gatas Music Festival occurs every year at the full moon weekend in the month
of August. Many people, either local residents, or people from the other islands, or even tourist gather in the beach of Baía das Gatas for a long full moon weekend.
Many national and international bands play in the music festival, with dancing and heavy
partying.

On New Year’s Day, recordai, an instrument similar to a tambourine is traditionally played by
children who go from door to door, singing and wishing a happy New Year, and asking for
coins. At night, there are beautiful fireworks and parties.

The waters surrounding Cape Verde are rich with a wide variety of marine life.
Some of the very best game fishing in the world can be had on the Cape Verde Islands. Experts travel from far and wide to catch the wide range of fish including marlin, sail fish, shark,
yellow fin tuna, longbill spearfish, shortbill spearfish, Atlantic sailfish, dorado and wahoo. Start
your trip from Mindelo Harbour.

For more details:
http://www.capeverde-fishing.com/
http://www.capeverdemarlin.com/

Still largely undiscovered by the populist tourist trail, Sao Vicente it is an unspoilt haven for
people seeking to escape from hectic daily lives to adventures an paradise island.
Visiting Sao Vicente for a horseback riding vacation allows you to explore into the rural areas
and interact with local people away from the traditional tourist hot spots.
Have an ride on Arab Barb horses to see breathtaking scenery with steep, volcanic and tabletop type mountains, wide valleys and spectacular beaches.

Still largely undiscovered by the populist tourist trail, Sao Vicente it is an unspoilt haven for
people seeking to escape from hectic daily lives to adventures an paradise island.
It is possible to spend your entire holiday on just one island, enjoying the sunshine, wonderful
cooling breezes and the unspoilt beaches - indeed no one would blame you.
However, it would be a pity to travel to such a different destination and not take time to see
and learn either a little about the island on which you are staying or taking a day trip to one of
the other islands.
Get a chance to know the real Cape Verde. Each island has its own identity.
Of the pictures below, the first row depict Sao Vicente. Of the second row, the fist is Sao
Vicente, the second is the ferry between Sao Vicente and Santo Antao and the third is Santa
Luzia. The third row depicts the neighbouring island: Santo Antao.
For more information about the ferry from Sao Vicente to other Cape Verde Islands: http://
www.bela-vista.net/Ferry.aspx

Sao Vicente benefit of consistent trade winds that make the Northern Cape Verde Islands
such a good choice for kitesurfing.
The percentage of time (taken between 10:00 and 16:00) with 11-25 knots (good strength for
learning) and good wind direction is between 85% and 99% in the period October - June in
Sao Vicente. Perfect for a kitesurf holiday !!
Kitesurf lessons are provided with experienced IKO-certified instructors on Salamansa beach.
Salamansa is a very safe beach. It’s a big bay with lots of soft sand. The shoreline bends so
you start with cross-shore wind and in case things go wrong you end up on the beach (wind
is more onshore at the other end (downwind) of the bay. It’s a great spot for beginners.
For more information: http://www.kitesurfnow.eu/

Visiting sao vicente for a mountainbiking vacation allows you to explore into the rural areas
and interact with local unspoilt nature.
Have an ride through the breathtaking scenery with steep, volcanic and table-top type mountains, wide valleys and spectacular beaches.
Mountain bikes can be hired in Mindelo, Sao Vicente (http://www.cabo-verde-bikes.com/) and
can be taken on the ferry to the island of Santo Antao. The ferry docks in the town of Porto
Novo.
Bikes are also available for rent in Foya Branca hotel in Sao Pedro.

Sao Vicente Island is resplendent regarding the ambiance and happiness that reigns here.
It is a permanent show where music, that express so many meanings and feelings in Cape
Verde, is a part of the local way of life.
There is live music to be heard in many bars and restaurants in the evenings. Each island
has its own style of music, often with different groups of instruments. Music has developed
separately on every island over centuries . but it all owes its origins tro Portugues and African
folk music. The quality varies greatly but it is generally reckoned to be best on Sao Vicente,
the heartland of Cape Verdean music and birthplace of Cesaria Evora and many other famous Cape Verdean performers. Here many places such as the Yacht Club and the Chez
Loutcha hotel offer live music every evenings. So do several cafes.
Particularly good music you will find at the yacht club or Club Nautico, where you can listen
under billowing jibs, which form sunshades.

For pure fun and to really experience the real fun of Cape Verde travel to Mindelo, the main
town in Sao Vicente. The night life here has no competition in Cape Verde and doesn't seem
to end.

There are still a few remaining dream locations, where sailing is pure fun. One of these is the
Cape Verdian Islands. The season is year round here, with ideal wind conditions as well as
Caribbean water and sun. Food is inexpensive.
There are no over crowded ports or beaches and the distances between the islands - 15 all
together (9 of which are inhabited) - is a maximum of 135 nautical miles.
Sailing in the Cape Verde Islands is very much an adventure. It is possible to charter a yacht
with or without the services of a skipper. The yachts are stationed in Mindelo. Most sailors
normally hire for a 2 week period which allows sailing around most of the Cape Verde islands. For those sailors who can only spare 1 week, it is possible to visit the Northern Islands
– Santo Antao, Santo Luzia and Sao Nicolau.
For more information:
http://www.luzmar.com/english/index.htm
http://www.boatcv.com/homeen.html

There are large schools of barracuda numbering a hundred animals, strawberry colored
coney grouper and clouds of beautiful reef fish such as the yellow-tailed snapper. Among the
abundant population of eels (four major varieties) it's been estimated that some individuals
have heads the diameter of footballs.
For more information: http://www.scubish.com/detail/23253/Africa/Cape_Verde/
Ilha_De_Sao_Vicente/Blue_Discovery

In March and April humpback and grey whales often appear
off shore.
Cape Verde is the 2nd largest nesting population of loggerhead turtles in the Atlantic Ocean.
There are different varieties, tartaruga cabecuda or vermelha
(caretta caretta) up to 150 Kg can be found everywhere on
quiet beachs, particularly on Boavista. The huge Tartaruga Parda (dermochelys coriacea) up
to 800 Kg is found all over, in Boavista, Santa Luzia, Santa Antao, Santiago and Sao Nicolao.
Tartaruga Verde (chelonia mydas) up to 250 Kg is found on rocky coasts in Boavista, Maio,
Sal, Sao Vicente, Santa Antao, Santiago and Sao Nicolao. The turtles are protected by the
marine police.
In the Cape Verdes, the turtles lay between 100 and 500 eggs, in the evening or night. They
take about 50 days to hatch. Per 1000 eggs, only 1 to 2 turtles survive. Fish and birds eat the
young turtles. Small turtles are often rescued by people who try to help them towards the sea,
or others are kept in small pools until they are large enough to fend for themselves.

The islands of Santo Antao And Sao Vicente are an amazing surfing destinations and offer
such an experience for both first time surfers and experienced professionals.
Swells are generated out of the Atlantic Ocean arriving along the Cape Verde chain of islands
which benefits even further due to its geographical make up of bays and points. This means
that it is often possible to escape onshore conditions simply by driving a few minutes to another section of the coastline and finding offshore conditions.
The surf is mostly reef breaks but you will find some comfortable beach breaks if sandy bottom is your preferred option. There are surf schools which provide lessons over the sandy
bottom surf breaks, where you will not be exposed to the reef breaks.
There is surf to suit all standards of surfer on Cape Verde, and those looking for the classic
wave riding simply will not be disappointed as these are in abundance.
For more information: http://www.surfariscaboverde.com/principal.htm

Baia de Salamansa and Baia das Gatas both offer shallow bays with fresh, clear water to relax by or take a dip into to cool down and swim. Praia da Laginha in Mindelo is the closest
and most popular beach near the capital; expect it to be busy at weekends with locals due to
its fantastic seawater and excellent location.

.

Rock climbing and trekking enthusiasts of all levels will find plenty to keep them busy as
routes of all grades are available on these two contrasted and emblematic islands of the
Cape Verde: Sao Vicente and Santo Antao.
Plenty of variety: breathtaking scenery with steep, volcanic and table-top type mountains,
wide valleys and volcanic green island of Santo Antao. Spectacular paths on the Ocean,
towns to the attaching hybrid populations, and grandiose valleys shelled of tropical cultured
terraces.
Still largely undiscovered by the populist tourist trail, Sao Vicente and Santo Antao are an unspoilt haven for people seeking to escape from hectic daily lives to adventures on a paradise
island.
For more information:
http://www.santo-antao.net/index.html
http://www.caboverdenolimits.com/en/

Due to their position within this winter trade wind belt the Cape Verde Islands boast near perfect windsurfing conditions from late November to June
São Pedro is arguably one of the world's finest for speed windsurfing. But there is much more
beaches which are great for windsurfing in Sao Vicente.
For those who want it all: touring around Sao Vicente and neighbouring island to enjoy the
variety of conditions.
Windsurfing tours organized on the itoma catamaran: http://www.itoma.at/windsurfing/
itomaoffshore.html

Mindelo is a cosmopolitan city also considered as the cultural capital of Cape Verde. The city
is famed for its internationally acclaimed musicians.
Mindelo has lively cafés, good restaurants and fine colonial
architecture.
In addition to the harbour in Mindelo, you can also admire the
Mercado de Peixe (fish market), the Torre de Belém (replica of
the tower with the same name near Lisbon), the bronze busts
of Diego Afonso, the shoreline street with its beautiful manors
and, a bit further, the Esplanada or city park. In the Praça Nova quarter, an upscale
neighbourhood with a plaza of the same name that has some
pastel-coloured villas with stucco, the Quiosque Praça Nova
with a lovely Art Noveau pavilion invites you to relax. People
generally like to go for strolls here. In this quarter, which
seems quite European, increasingly more shops and restaurants are opening their doors –
Mindelo pulsates.
In the morning, you should visit
on the Rua Lisboa, which is
ertadores d’Africa and, as
of Mindelo. A market hall and

one of the many classic cafes
now officially called Rua Libmany people say, is the soul
the former governor’s palace
in the classical style are located on this street. A visit to the old town, which is situated
directly on the ocean and in front of the impressive panorama
of the Cara Mountain, is obligatory! This district, which has a
very African character with its flying traders, is home to the
colonial Nossa Senhora da Luz church on the Praçinha da
Igreja and the relatively well-stocked Casa Benefica department store. Further to the south, on the Praça Estrela with a
pavilion and a few bars, African traders offer their goods (clothing, shoes and bric-a-brac, as
well as fruit and vegetables). There is an Internet café on the Avenida Amílcar Cabral at the
Centro Cultural do Mindelo, in which changing exhibitions are also displayed.

Neighborhood on the heights of Mindelo. Sheltered a military
basis equipped of anti-aerial defense of which the tunnels
were taken over after the independence by several families
living there in inhuman conditions. Authorities rehoused them
in 2005-2006 in social allotments.

Fateixa is a rocky and treacherous coastline in the west of the island of São Vicente in Cape
Verde. Fateixa is difficult to
reach is accessed only to SUV
or agricultural vehicles meaning the road is unsafe and unpaved. Fateixa is located approximately 7 to 8 km West
from the city of Mindelo., surrounded by peaks of 300 to
400 insurmountable meters of height the days of wind, Fateixa hides a splendid bay and a
beach of bathed pebbles. From the road of the airport to the beach, two hours of hike.

Ponta João Ribeiro is a cape
located in the island of São
Vicente nearly 3 km north of
the island capital of Mindelo.
The point is accessed with an
earthened road that is linked
with Mindelo. The cape divides
the Canal de São Vicente and
the Mindelo Bay, the nearby
islet of Ilhéu dos Pássaros is
approximately 600 to 800 m to
the west-southwest. The line is
from southeast to northwest.

São Pedro (Portuguese for
Saint Peter) is the small fishing
town situated in the southwest
of the island. The island's airport is just slightly to the northeast. It is located 7 km southwest of Mindelo. Sao Pedro
has a beautiful sandy beach
with strong offshore wind and good waves on the north side of the beach (just in front of the
Foya Branca hotel).

Farol ( Light House) can be reached from Sao Pedro beach by
half an hour of walking on a narrow path. This a fairly steep
climb so be careful. Never go there with flip-flops!

Flamengos is a beach area and
a coastline in the southwest of
the island.
Flamengos can
only be reached by 4WD starting from the valley of São
Pedro.

João Evora is the island of São
Vicente's northernmost point.
The point is accessed with a
rural and unused road that link
with Salamansa and nearby
Limeirão.

Salamansa is a village located
only 7 km ENE of Mindelo. The
village is off the main road linking Mindelo and Baía das Gatas and also serves a road to
Cabo de João Evora.

It has a pretty church and just
have nudge the owner from his
beers and of course coke.

two bars, where you may
tranquility to serve you local

Salamansa has an awesome
mountain backdrop scenery.

huge sandy beach with great

Baía das Gatas is the name of a natural bay in the northeast
of São Vicente. Baía das Gatas is Portuguese for the Bay of
the Gatas. Gatas is the name São Vicente residents give to a
species of shark that lives in the relatively shallow waters of
São Vicente. These harmless sharks grow to be no longer
than 5 feet and are sandy coloured.

Selada da Baleia is a valley in the eastern portion of the island
of São Vicente. The mountain are accessed with a rural and
unused dirt road that links with Madeiral and Praia Grande.

Monte Verde (Portuguese meaning "green mountain" hence
its plants and grasslands) is the tallest mountain in the island
of São Vicente. In sharp contrast to the surrounding flatlands,
rising 774m above the plain and with views of Sao Nicolau
and the bird island of Santa
Luzia.

Mato Inglês is a village located in the central part of the island of Sao Vicente.It is located
east of the island capital of Mindelo and in heart of the island. Mato Inglês contains around
500 to 600 people and is slowly growing. The village is linked
with the major road linking with a road linking Madeiral and
Salamansa and also another linking with Mindelo as well as a
few remote roads. The area was founded by English traders in
the 18th or 19th century and settled a community, it which it
owes its name.
Mato Inglês offers panoramic
views of its nearby hills and the mountains including Monte
Verde to the east, the mountains within Salamansa to the
north, Mindelo to the west and parts of Madeiral to the south,
a small portion of the island of Santo Antão can be seen.

Praia Grande (Portuguese meaning "large beach") is a large beach spanning approximately 2
km with sandy beaches that extends up to 150 to 200 m from the shore and is a crescentshape going from northwest to
southeast.
Praia Grande has great mountain backdrop scenery it's a
sandy beach where the water
is so transparent that you may
think you surfing on glass.

Situated to 18 km of Mindelo,
the town of fishermen of Calhau was built nearby of two extinct volcanoes. Place of vacation of for relaxation over the
weekend, Calhau is surrounded by several beaches of
which the most renowned one
is Praia Grande (the one of the better spots of surfing on the island of São Vicente, with
Sandy Beach and Topim.

This is a small widely eroded volcano, nearby Calhau. Climbing it is easy and takes only a small quarter of hour.

Pico do Vento (Portuguese meaning the peak of the wind in
which the wind blows around the area- is a volcanic mountain
in the eastern part of the island of São Vicente. The mountain
is of volcanic origin.

This is the most famous surf
spot in the island. You must

see it...when it breaks it's an
hell of a wave, tube riding.
Hard to access, you need a
4X4 to get there, take the route to Calhau and you will notice a
road signal on the right then follow the track and you will arrive. You have all beach for yourself (no tourists no locals)..

Topim is a village located in the south-eastern part of the island. The village is linked with the
major road linking with Mindelo
and Calhau and a remote road
to Saragaça and its nearby volcanic mountain.
Topim offers panoramic views
to the mountains including
Monte Verde, the hills of Madeiral, and small parts of the mountains of the island of Santo Antão can be seen. The island
of Santa Luzia can be seen to the southeast. The Atlantic Ocean is to the east and south and
its beach is approximately 1.5 km from the village centre.

Palha Carga is a mountain range, a valley and a coastline in
the south of the island of São Vicente. You will find a beautiful
empty beach (no tourist no locals) only accessible with 4x4.

